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The Inalienable Right to Decide: The Intersection of
Forestry and Tribal Sovereignty
By Andrea Watts

Practicing forestry
is predicated on
decision making and
the authority and
ability to act upon
those decisions. For
tribes, their decision
making is imbedded
Gary Morishima
in their tribal sovereignty.
Gary Morishima, a technical advisor on natural resources and the environment for the Quinault Nation, has
worked extensively in the space of
tribal forestry and tribal sovereignty
for decades. While still a student at
the University of Washington in the
late 1960s, where he earned a PhD in
Quantitative Science and
Environmental Management,
Morishima began working with the
Quinault Nation. He helped establish
their natural resources department
and later the Quinault forestry program while serving as forest manager
in the mid-1970s. Another notable
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accomplishment was helping to
establish the Intertribal Timber
Council, also during the 1970s.
When asked why he has worked in
this space for so many decades,
Morishima said, “it’s an interesting field
because it’s constantly evolving, with
new challenges. There are many opportunities to actually be able to contribute
in a way that can really make a difference in the lives of people.”
What follows is our conversation,
edited for length and clarity, on the
topic of tribal sovereignty and its place
in a changing political, social, and
environmental landscape.
What is tribal sovereignty?
In just a couple words, sovereignty is
the right to decide. It’s also called selfdetermination or the right to make
your own decisions and not have
things imposed on you. It’s the right of
tribes to decide for themselves according to values, belief systems, and economic and governance systems.

Can tribal sovereignty be
interpreted differently based upon
the context?
Certainly there are differences in
how it’s interpreted depending upon
the position of the people who a tribe
may be interacting or communicating
with—whether they really have an
understanding about the tribe’s tribal
governance and tribal ways of viewing
the world and relating to it. There are
also differences due to the variations
in tribal governance and how they
organize themselves and how they
deal with each other and with the outside world. There are also differences
relating to the level of sophistication
and understanding how to interact

and assert tribal rights and responsibilities and authorities.

How has the concept of tribal
sovereignty changed over the years?
It’s changed quite dramatically.
When I first got involved with the
Quinault Nation, for example, they
had very little in terms of their own
infrastructure, their own ability to
actually make their own decisions and
have them respected by others, they
were just starting to be recognized as a
government with sovereign rights and
authorities. They had been operating
and working under policies of federal
domination and, frankly suppression
by the United States and its agencies
like the Bureau of Indian Affairs. There
was a paternalistic attitude that the
government and the agencies knew
what was best for Indians.
That began to change in the late
1960s and the early 1970s, when the
policy changed. In the 1950s and into
the 1960s, the United States tried to get
out of the Indian business. They had
adopted a policy called termination,
which really meant they were trying to
end the political relationship and the
duties and obligations that the United
States had toward Indian tribes and
essentially treat them like any other
citizen.
A number of tribes, particularly forest-owning tribes, were targeted for
termination because of the desire to
access to tribal timber resources. The
Quinault had experienced a long history of mismanagement by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in terms of how the
agency treated land and because they
didn’t take care of the forest as a
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renewable resource. The BIA and
United States were trying to convert
Indians from practicing their customary ways of relating to the land and
each other transform them into farmers and property owners. Trees were
viewed as a nuisance that needed to
be cleared from the land to open the
way for agriculture.
A policy, largely under the initiative
of Forrest Gerard, a legislative
assistant for Senator Henry Jackson
of Washington State, pressed for
replacement of termination by a policy
of self-determination. That policy was
ultimately adopted and embraced by
President Nixon, and enacted into law
in the mid-1970s in the form of the
Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act, which was
often called self-determination without
termination. This set the stage for the
renewal of the ability of the tribes to

assert greater control over how the programs and resources that were available
could benefit tribal communities.
The Self-Determination Act came
during a time of great social unrest.
Demonstrations, protests and movements that sought civil rights, an end
to the Vietnam War, and in the Pacific
Northwest, the ability of tribes to exercise their treaty fishing rights. After the
Self-Determination Act was passed, I
was asked to set up a forestry program
for the Quinault Nation from scratch. It
was the first tribal self-determination
forestry program to be developed and
established. This law was enacted
shortly after Judge George Boldt issued
his decision regarding treaty Indian
fishing rights in the case United States
v. Washington. This case had been
brought by the United States against
the state of Washington on behalf of
the treaty tribes to force the state of
Washington to respect and honor
rights reserved in treaties between the
United States and tribal sovereigns,
specifically the right to fish, hunt, and
gather at all their usual and custom
places. That decision happened in 1974
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According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, there are 574 federally recognized tribes in
the United States; however, there are also over 100 state-recognized tribes and even
more unrecognized tribes.
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but marked the culmination of several
decades of litigation. It finally reached
the US Supreme Court in 1979 by the
Passenger Fishing Vessel Association
case. The Boldt Decision affirmed that
the treaties were alive and well. The
states had an obligation to abide by the
treaties, and that the tribes had not
only a right to an enforceable property
right to a share of the harvestable surplus of different species of salmon and
other fish but were also comanagers of
shared resources.

What are misconceptions the
general public has about tribal
sovereignty?
The principal misconception is that
sovereignty was given to the tribes by
the United States. Tribes have inherent
and inalienable rights as political sovereigns that predate the political
establishment of the United States. In
fact, many people don’t realize that the
foundations of modern democracy
and the concept of the United States
itself are rooted in the Constitution of
the Iroquois League of Nations, which
is known as the Great Law of Peace.

That was adopted in the 1100s by the
five civilized tribes: the Mohawk,
Onondaga, Senaca, Oneida, and
Cayuga tribes. That gave the framers
of the constitution the idea of a confederacy, bringing the different
colonies together as a union. Congress
recognized the contributions of tribes
in providing a foundation for the
United States when it passed House
Concurrent Resolution 331 in 1988.
The challenge that many tribes have
faced over the years is that they have to
constantly reeducate—the general public, politicians, economists, educational
institutions, and their neighbors—that
the tribes have been here for a long
time. They’ve been here for many generations and depend on long-term relationships. The short-lived political, leadership, and economic structures have
forced tribes to continually explain who
they are and defend their rights.
What people also don’t know about
tribes is that they are part of the
American system of governance that
was enshrined in the U.S. Constitution
Continued on next page
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The selected zoom setting of this image
does not display all the federally recognized
tribes. To view the map in its entirety, visit
https://biamaps.doi.gov/indianlands/.

Editor’s Note

By Andrea Watts

E

ach issue of the Western
Forester is a collaboration
between myself and the
authors who volunteer to contribute an article, but this issue on
tribal forestry has other collaborators who deserve mention. Don
Motanic, a technical specialist with
the Intertribal Timber Council, and
Stephanie Cowherd, the forests
and community program director
with Ecotrust, served as guest associate editors by identifying stories
to feature and coordinating interviews and articles. Don even contributed two articles! After I finished editing Christopher
Villarruel’s profile, his closing sentence, “And for anybody who is
interested in tribal forestry, it is
important to first familiarize yourself with tribal sovereignty,” I realized that such an article was needed in this issue. Gary Morishima
was gracious to grant me an interview on short notice.
These stories are also just a
fraction of the ongoing work in the
space of tribal forestry, which
sparked a second realization: I
need to be more proactive in featuring this work in other issues
rather than waiting until the
theme of tribal forestry is selected
again.
And speaking of Western
Forester themes, in June the NWO
committee will select the themes
for 2022. If there is a forestry or
natural resources topic you want
to learn more about, please send
in your suggestions to
wattsa@forestry.org.
As always, thank you to all the
people who were interviewed or
contributed articles to this issue.
The Western Forester would not be
possible without these volunteer
efforts. And many thanks to the
loyal advertisers who continue to
support this publication, as well as
the PNW SAF members. WF
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as a family of federal, state, and tribal
governments. The standing of tribes is
not because they are a minority racial
group or because of their social economic status, but as political sovereigns that are not just as part of the
general public or not just another
minority group. They are governments
that need to be treated as partners in
collaborative decision making.
Another thing that people don’t
seem to really understand or recognize
is their tendency to have a romanticized view of tribes as colorful peoples
who are relics of the past. Tribes are
vibrant, distinct governments that have
their own laws, their own regulations,
agencies, economic, and knowledge
systems that are constantly undergoing
change.

With some management issues
taking on more urgency, how does
tribal sovereignty allow tribes to
manage for these issues, such as
climate change?
It comes into play in a number of
ways. First of all, there’s growing recog-
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nition that Indigenous peoples worldwide have certain values, rights and
responsibilities that haven’t been recognized before. There are over 90 countries in which there are Indigenous people still remaining and have control
over millions of acres of land that are
important in terms of maintaining biodiversity.
One of the things about climate
change is that it’s the culmination of
actions that were taken many years ago
in far distant places, but the culmination and impact is realized locally.
That’s where tribes, tribal knowledge
and expertise, and familiarity with their
local environment really comes into
play, because they have lived and
worked the land and its resources and
the communities for countless generations.
This growing recognition is becoming increasingly apparent in terms of
relationships that are being negotiated
and discussed within the United
Nations. In 2007, for example, the
United Nations’ Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous People was

adopted and embraced by the world
community. There were only three
countries that refused to adopt it originally: the United States, Canada, and
Australia. These countries have since
adopted the declaration, but with
reservations. An important aspect of
the declaration is related to the principle of free, prior, and informed consent. This concept requires a different
way of relating to tribes and tribal governments. There are continuing discussions going on right now in the convention on international biodiversity
and the permanent forum on
Indigenous Peoples. This week at the
UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Peoples, U.S. Secretary of the Interior
Deb Haaland gave the keynote opening address, so there’s an increasing
recognition for the need to involve
Indigenous peoples in the formation
and development of principles, policies, and programs because of things
like climate change. This is being
widely recognized in scientific circles,
as well as economic and political circles.

What work still needs to be done to
give more tools for tribes to exercise
their sovereignty?
Certainly, awareness and recognition
that tribes need to have a place at the
table. In a couple words, I would use the
term collaborative governance. Tribes
are still the dominant human organizational structure in the world. There are
over 370 million Indigenous peoples in
the world and over 90 nation states.
They still occupy a good portion of the
land area. They need to have a substantive voice and a place at the table when
shaping our collective future.
We need to learn to listen and benefit from relationships that can be established and built with tribal peoples and
treat them as having an equal standing
on a government-to-government basis.
Whether we’re conducting research,
doing a project, or developing policies,
we need to craft our strategies, laws,
regulations, principles, and programs
together. There’s a lot we can learn
from one another—a lot we can learn
from tribes and a lot that tribes can
learn from the general society as well.
For instance, our forests in the
United States are very different from
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those that colonists found just a few
hundred years ago. It’s important for
foresters and people who depend and
work in the forest to understand that
some of our most pressing and pervasive challenges today—wildfire,
droughts, insects, and disease—are the
effects of displacement of tribal influence and presence on the land. That’s
beginning to be more widely recognized with things like the importance
of cultural burning to maintain the
health and productivity of the forest,
the fish, wildlife, and plants that share
the environment.

What are you still learning through
your work with the Quinault Nation
or other tribes?
I am constantly learning about the
importance and value of worldviews in
which everything is connected. When
working with the tribes, I’m often
reminded of the insidious influences of
colonialism that creep into my way of
thinking and relating to the world and
how I relate to other people. Ways of
thinking instilled by western educational, scientific, and socio-economic sys-
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tems have embodied a sense of hubris
or superiority or dominance.
What I have learned in working with
tribes and continuing to work with
them is the need for cultural awareness
and humility. Tribal diversity and their
intimate knowledge of environments is
really critical to understanding the
world and how we’re connected to it—
how people plants, animals, soil, air,
and water are connected. Tribes view
these not as resources but as relatives
who need to be treated with respect.
These tribal tenants or principles of how
tribes view the world and their place in
it—respect, reciprocity, sustainability,
and stewardship—they’re going to be
key for us to survive as a species.

Any final thoughts?
It’s important to understand that
tribes are separate political sovereigns
and to establish working relations with
these tribes, you have to take the effort
and the time learn about the tribes
and understand their culture, their values and how they approach their dealings with the world and different communities. That they have their protocols, practices, and ways for making
decisions. There’s not a one size fits all;
you can’t go to a general source book
that will tell you all you need to know
about Indians. WF
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Contact Information

NWETC: Northwest Environmental
Training Center, 1445 NW Mall St., Suite 4,
Issaquah, WA 98027, 425-270-3274,
nwetc.org.
Send calendar items to the editor at
wattsa@forestry.org.

Gary Morishima is the technical
advisor on natural resources and the
environment for the Quinault Nation.
He can be reached at 425-214-7405 or
morikog@aol.com.

For More Information
If you’re interested in learning
more about tribal sovereignty, here
are several resources that Gary
Morishima recommends.
Tribal Nations and the United
States: An Introduction—produced
by the National Congress of
American Indians and available at
https://ncai.org/about-tribes.
Cases and Materials on Federal
Indian Law and Blood Struggle: The
Rise of Modern Indian Nations—
published by Charles Wilkerson, a
professor emeritus at Colorado Law
University of Colorado Bolder
Bureau of Indian affairs FAQs—
https://www.bia.gov/frequentlyasked-questions
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